Paper Review and Presentation (RLSC Homework 2)

The second Homework involves reading a research paper on Motor Control or Sensorimotor Integration and doing a presentation (of 8 min + 2 min questions) in class, in addition to submitting a review report. You will work individually.

How will you be judged for your Homework:
There are 10 points allocated for this homework. There are 6 points for the presentation and 4 points for the review report. In your presentation, make clear concise statements about the main point of the paper, supporting experiments/data and your critical review. DO NOT run over time, you will be cut off after 8 min. You will be judged on:

- presentation (how well you get ideas across)
- content (have you grasped the important point put forward by the paper)
- critical analysis (what are your individualistic views on it)
- background research (effort put on reading additional material and leads from the reference section)

The review report should be of max 2 page A4 sheet (min font size 10pt) including bibliography. The report should concentrate on your review, highlighting important points and other references you have read and not rewrite portions of the paper.

Deadlines: Paper presentation will be done on March 30, 2017 during normal class hours (we will start slightly early at 0930 to accommodate 5 presentations). Attendance by all and active participation by asking questions is MANDATORY.

Reports needs to be submitted in hard copy to the ITO by 4pm on March 30, 2017 AND emailed to v.ivan@ed.ac.uk also before that date/time.

Paper allocation: Will be done in class on March 16, 2017 (Groups of up to 3 people)

Papers are located at: http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/svijayak/tmp/